How Our Customers Feel
about the Equal-i-zer® hitch

The Original Equal-i-zer® Sway Control Hitch™
with rigid brackets and Integrated Sway Control™.

Superior Performance
99

% of our customers would recommend the
Equal-i-zer® hitch to their friends. Why?
Because Equal-i-zer hitch’s superior sway control
performance helps you reach your destination
safely. How do we know? Our customers tell us!
“Last year I moved cross-country...across
Alaska...to the East coast. [The Equal-i-zer
hitch] performed ﬂawlessly through the mountains, on the open road...and even in the
tightest of campsites. I have told all my friends
they need this hitch for their towing.”
- Devin T., Georgia
For over 50 years the Equal-i-zer hitch has been
providing safe towing for families.

“We traveled through snow, rain, wind, and
mountains. Even when passing or being passed
by a big rig the trailer stayed behind our truck.
All the time our Equal-i-zer hitch performed
like nothing I have experienced before. YOUR
PRODUCT IS AWESOME! I highly recommend this
product to anyone who tows a trailer.”
- David F., Toronto
The Equal-i-zer hitch’s 4-Point Sway Control™
combats sway caused by towing hazards and
passing vehicles. There are no hassles with storing,
installing, or broken add-ons when you use an
Equal-i-zer hitch. Made in the USA from American
steel and backed with a lifetime warranty you won’t
ﬁnd a better value. The Equal-i-zer hitch is the best
sway control hitch on the market. Get the peace of
mind and safety you deserve while traveling.
Get Superior Performance with
The Original Sway Control Hitch.

“Just wanted to let you know how much I like my
Equal-i-zer hitch! I just upgraded to a larger/longer
camper. I was getting quite a bit of sway from passing semi’s with my [chain style] hitch/anti-sway bar
system that I have used for years. I had always heard
good things about your hitch and how well it worked...
but...WOW! The difference in towing was unbelievable...
no more white knuckled moments as semi’s pass me!!
And not having to mess with
chains and separate anti-sway
bar is great! Thanks again for
a GREAT product...I wish I had
bought one a few years ago!”
-Greg A., via. e-mail
“I was a little nervous
about the horror stories of
trailer sway. Our drive was
about 3.5 hours through some
interstate and mountains.
Equal-i-zer hitch owners enThere was some 18 wheeler
joy more peace of mind while
trafﬁc and up to 35 mph cross traveling because of the supewinds and I’ll have to tell
rior safety and performance
of Equal-i-zer’s Integrated
you I hardly felt a thing on
the way up and back. I didn’t 4-Point Sway Control.™
even realize the wind was blowing that hard until I got
out to gas up. Your product help[ed] put me at ease
and my family had a more enjoyable ride. Thanks.”
-Oscar C., New Mexico

To enjoy the superior safety and performance of
the Original Equal-i-zer Sway Control Hitch for
yourself

Because your safety is too important
to trust anything but the best
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gives you superior performance and safety with
Integrated Sway Control.™

Superior Performance from the Leader
in Integrated Sway Control™

The Secret to the Equal-i-zer®
hitch’s Superior Performance is
Integrated 4-Point Sway Control™

T

he Equal-i-zer hitch’s superior design makes it
the best performing sway control hitch on the
market. Four steel on steel friction points - known
as 4-Point Sway Control ™ - provide
unmatched resistance to your trailer’s attempts to sway. In fact, we’ve measured
more than three times the resistance to
lateral movement with the Equal-i-zer hitch over
other hitch options. That’s the premium performance of the Equal-i-zer hitch; and that helps keep
your family safe.
Rigid Brackets Instead of Chains
The Equal-i-zer hitch’s rigid
bracket design provides two
of the Integrated friction
Sway Control points. Rigid
brackets eliminate the
pendulum effect caused by
chains that can actually
make sway worse! The rigid
brackets are stable, and can
ease the anxiety caused by
Equal-i-zer’s superior rigid
weaving down the highway. trailer bracket assembly.
Rotational Friction
The patented Equal-i-zer head adds two more
powerful points of rotational friction to resist
trailer sway. These two points use the entire
weight of the trailer tongue to create friction that
resists movement. Only the Equal-i-zer hitch gives
you the superior performance and safety that
comes from Integrated Sway Control.

Why Weight Distribution is an
Important Part of a Safe Trip

W

hen you couple your trailer to your tow
vehicle, the added weight causes your tow
vehicle to teeter-totter over the rear axle. The
front of the tow vehicle raises, and the rear sinks.
This can cause a dangerous towing situation
because less weight on the front axle can mean a
loss of steering control.

Coupling your trailer without a properly set up weight distribution
hitch can cause a dangerous loss of steering control.

A good weight distribution hitch, like the
Equal-i-zer, changes the way the tow vehicle and
trailer couple together. It creates something
like a bridge between them, helping them work
together like one unit instead of two, and
distributing the weight more evenly to the axles
of both vehicles.

When coupled with a good weight distribution hitch, like the
Equal-i-zer, your trailer’s tongue weight is more evenly distributed
across all the axles of the vehicles.

With the Equal-i-zer hitch setup to distribute
your tongue weight properly, your steering
wheels will stay more ﬁrmly planted on the
ground.

Easy to Use

T

he Equal-i-zer hitch is simple and easy even
for the ﬁrst time RVer to use.

No Add-on Hassles
With Equal-i-zer hitch’s Integrated Sway
Control™ there is no need for add-on sway
control devices.
Add-ons require the hassle of connecting and
disconnecting them every time you hitch up or
unhitch. You have to make space to store them.
And you have to remove them in wet weather,
tight turns, and when backing up!
With the Equal-i-zer hitch, you just hitch up.
The sway control is engaged with no extra setup,
storage, weather restrictions, or hassle!

Who Else Gives you the Quality of
an American Made hitch?

T

he Equal-i-zer hitch is still Made in America,
just as it has been for more than 50 years. It is
made with the highest quality steel from American
steel mills. The most critical components are drop
forged which makes them even stronger and longer
lasting. You will not ﬁnd American made quality to
match the Equal-i-zer hitch’s anywhere else.
Lifelong Hitch
“Although my Equal-i-zer
hitch has not towed a
coach for one million
miles, it does have
763,000 miles of towing
on it. I’m certain that no
other brand of hitch can
claim such high usage and longevity...”
- Fred D., Texas

Hitch up is Easy
s Back the hitch ball under the coupler like
you always have.
s Couple and lock the trailer.
s Use the tongue jack to raise the trailer
tongue and tow vehicle until you can
swing the arms into place over the trailer
brackets.
s Pin the arms into place, and retract the
jack.
It’s just that easy! To unhitch, follow these
steps in reverse.

T

Versatility
The Equal-i-zer hitch has the ﬂexibility to
install on almost any trailer and tow vehicle
combination - RV, horse, cargo, or boat trailer.
Setting up and adjusting the hitch is easy too.

Get an Equal-i-zer, and get the Superior
Performance of the Original Sway Control Hitch

Lifetime Warranty
Because of the quality components and
workmanship that goes into each and every
Equal-i-zer hitch, we’re able to offer you a lifetime
warranty. That means we’ll be behind you for a
very long time!
he Equal-i-zer hitch is the best performing sway
control hitch available. It will keep your family
safer while towing, just as it has for more than 50
years. It is easy to use. With an Equal-i-zer hitch,
you get your money’s worth, and more.

